Subcutaneous Delivery of Diagnostics and RNAi to Primary and Metastatic Tumors via Actively-targeted sub-50 nm (s50) Capsules
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PURPOSE
To investigate targeting and efficacy of sub-50 nanometer (s50)
tumor-targeted nanocapsules for delivery of diagnostic
(Dysprosium) and therapeutic (GS-10) cargos to primary and
distant tumors by subcutaneous (SQ) injection.
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RESULTS

FIG. 9. High Ago2 tumors in mice treated with GS-10 show marked reduction in target transcript at

SQ administration enhances efficacy of GS-10

Day 10, while low Ago2 tumors show lower transcript effects and elevated Ago4 proteins.

FIG. 3. Microscopy demonstrates Dysprosium and s50 capsule colocalize in vivo.
FIG. 6. SQ GS-10 more effective than IP GS-10 and IP cisplatin in tumor inhibition in vivo.
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Frozen sections were examined by confocal to confirm linkage of particle location with bulk Dy measurements by Dy
165m NAA. Capsules are detected by immunosignal for syrian hamster FaB fragment spiked into the capsule shell. Dy
exhibits a far red lanthanide fluorescence from partially-filled F orbitals in the hydrophobic environment of the s50 capsule
core; hence fluorescence indicates an intact capsule (4).

CRL-Balb/C nudes were flank-inoculated with 2.0e5 Fadu cells and treatments started 7 days later. Mice (n=8) were
treated as described on axes and tumor volumes were followed with calipers. Results are plotted as normalized
volumes (V/Vo) at Day 10. Growth inhibition of 81 and 72% was measured for 4 mg/kg 3xWk, 100 ug/kg Daily SQ.

METHODS
Xenograft models. Flank tumor models were established using two human head neck
cancer (HNC) cell lines; CRL outbred athymic nude (FoxN) mice were inoculated ID with
2e6 FaDu cells in 1:2 matrigel and treated for biodistribution studies 1 week later. CRL
BalbC nudes were inoculated 2e5 for efficacy studies. NIH athymic nude (NIH nude) were
subcutaneously (SQ) inoculated with 2 e6 HPV-(+) SCC-47 cells and treated for efficacy
studies two weeks later (~ 70 mm3). Mice were carefully dissected after 21 days.

	


FIG. 4. NAA demonstrates SQ-administered s50 capsules deliver high DY concentrations in tumor.

FIG. 7. Low-dose GS-10 substantively inhibits primary and metastasized tumors.

Test article is a sub-50 nm capsule produced as a protein-ligand capsule by dispersion
atomization (1) bearing either 1) Dysprosium ion chelated to Dota-conjugated 70 kD
dextran (s50 Dy) OR 2) two chimeric single-stranded guide strands against human CK2α
and CK2α’ transcripts, kinase subunits of CK2 (GS-10). The molecular target CK2, a nononcogene survival factor, functions as master regulatory enzyme in stress response (2).
The protein shell is comprised of the recombinant Fibrinogen Fragment of Tenascin-C
(Tenfibgen,TBG, 27 kD) to target tumor and inflamed mesenchymal cells in the xenograft
tumor (3). See Fig 1.
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TBG s50 capsule biodistribution was assessed in FaDu / FoxN tumors 7 days postinoculation. Mice were injected with s50 Dy either by tail vein or SQ in the back of the neck
(100 nmol/kg, 16 ng Dy/ gram bodyweight). Dy dosing was determined in studies using the
Dy analyte as a T1 MRI contrast agent. Mice were held in metabolism cages for 24 hours
before sacrifice; wet tissues were carefully weighed. Tissue particle concentrations were
calculated as a dose ratio from Dy content, based on wet weights. Particle colocalization
with Dy intrinsic fluorescence signal was confirmed by confocal microscopy (4).
NAA measurements. Dy content of tissues was measured by neutron activation analysis
(NAA) at the University of Missouri’s pneumatic irradiation facility (MURR, Fig. 2). In NAA,
target Dy-164 nuclei are irradiated with low energy thermal neutrons initiating neutron
capture to create an unstable prompt nucleus (Dy-165*) which immediately transmutes to
a stable but radioactive nucleus (Dy165m). Dy content is then proportional to gamma
radiation emitted at a characteristic spectral line in beta decay measured by a high
resolution x-ray spectrophotometer with a high-purity germanium detector (Canberra
Nuclear Data, Meridian, CT) (5). Results were calculated as ppm Dy in freeze-dried entire
tissues. LOD ranged from 5 to 30 ppm for different structural types of tissue.
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Bolus pharmacokinetics of s50 capsule delivery is followed via bulk NAA measurements of Dy surrogate marker (see
methods) to
show on a wet tissue basis: 1) NAA confirms SQ-administered capsule concentration peaks at 48 hours in
primary tumor (dose ratio = 11 ± 6.2% vs. 1.9 ± 1.1%, IV (4 hr), 2) SQ s50 capsule (Dy) accumulation is 5 -10x larger than IV
in nodal tumor for 72 hours post bolus dosing,
3) Tenfibgen capsules exhibit specific extracellular binding to collagen V-(+)
fibers, abundant in livers and spleens of most mice strains, but for humans, found only in normal spleen and fibrotic lungs,
liver (6). Nevertheless, SQ administration essentially avoids liver binding (0 – 3 %ID/gm wet wt), even in collagen V-(+) mice.
In low collagen V mice, IV liver dose ratio ranges from 2-15% ID/g wet wt (data not shown).

FIG. 5. Technique of lanthanide fluorescence of DY in s50 capsule enables detection of intact capsules
and confirms capsule presence in residual disease and distant metastases.

A variety of Ago 2 levels were encountered in HNC xenograft tumor models in studies aimed at optimizing GS-10
design and regimen, enabling investigation into potential factors in tumor biology relating to GS-10 efficacy. (A) (B)
Early optimization studies conducted in a higher Ago2 model (Fadu / FoxN) illustrate for a best responder, that mRNA
knockdown > 50% by qPCR corresponds with reduction of transcript from tissue sections by fluorescent in situ
hybridization (FISH). In contrast, in a very low Ago 2 tumor (most tumors were devoid by western blotting; data not
shown), transcript signal (B-C,D) does not decrease but re-distributes spatially into a punctate pattern, suggesting
potential sequestration of target mRNA into cytoplasmic P-bodies for storage, as has been postulated for miRNA
mechanism. (C) Western blotting show P-body markers GW182 is unchanged, but Ago 4 is increased in tumor
cytosols upon GS-10 treatment. Confocal microscopy of GW182 (Santa Cruz) shows spatial redistribution of GW182
signal into punctate clusters.

FIG. 10. In mouse tumors with moderate Ago2 levels, post-treatment Ago 1/3/4 proteins appear
elevated, and significant tumor inhibition was observed, suggesting potential for Ago2
as a useful biomarker in GS-10-mediated tumor therapy.
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CRL-Balb/C nudes were flank-inoculated with 2.0e5 Fadu cells and treatments started 7 days later. Mice (n=5) were
treated SQ as described in legends and tissues were collected after 30 days of treatment. Results are reported as
residual tumor burden and Keratin-14 (Covance) immunosignal from western blotting of whole organ brain and lung RIPA
lysates. Keratin signal was normalized to that of mitochondrial protein VDAC (Millipore) by densitometry. Daily dosing
produced more consistent results than every three days (q3D) dosing and was pursued in follow-on studies.

Ago2 and Related Mechanisms - Working Hypothesis for GS-10
FIG. 8. Ago2 levels in tumors can vary significantly from
patient to patient, suggesting potential implications
for RNAi-mediated cancer therapies.

GS-10 potentially addresses Ago2 variability
with dual Ago2 and Ago4 mechanisms.	


Tissue array from HNC patient tumors

In a third tumor model, with moderate Ago2 levels
(A), non-cleavage Argonaute proteins are elevated
upon GS-10 treatment (B) as similarly observed in
the low Ago2 model. However, some primary tumor
clearance was observed and positive combination
with weekly cisplatin was observed. Growth
inhibitions of 87.9%, 70.0% and 85% for weekly
cisplatin + 100, 10 u/g daily GS-10 and single agent
GS-10 respectively.

Initial observations of
Ago2 in human HNC:
- No correspondence
with tumor staging.

CONCLUSIONS
• Dy-165m NAA is a useful strategy for nanoparticle biodistribution and PK studies.
• GS-10 potentially acts against target transcripts by multiple RNAi mechanisms
and is active despite variable levels of Ago 2 in tumors.
• Ago2 is a potentially useful biomarker for GS-10-mediated tumor therapy.
• SQ administration of GS-10 is a viable strategy for treatment of metastatic cancer.

- No correspondence
with baseline Ago2
levels in normal
oral tissue.
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Dy 165m NAA provides a window to assess capsule biodistribution and accumulation kinetics, Dy far red fluorescence
(similar to qdot 700) indicates that for brain, capsules colocalize into micrometastases at levels below NAA detection (A,B).
Keratin-14 (Covance) marks the location of the oral keratinocyte (A1, A2). Syrian Hamster FaB fragment (Jackson) marks the
position of capsule (B1, B2) alone and in confocal merge with Dy signal (A, B). Tumor series (C-E) shows similar
colocalization in tumors with different bulk Dy measurements. Tumor LOD is 27 ppm, brain LOD was not calculable due to
low numbers. Images were captured on a Nikon Clrsi confocal microscope at x600.

(LHS) Ago 2 level variability in HNC was investigated in an paraffin tissue array (Biomax) of duplicate cores from 10 HNC
patient tumor samples and 2 normal oral mucosal tissues by indirect immunofluorescence (Ago2 clone 11A9, Sigma).
Fluorescence intensity was assessed as mean density and is plotted in D. (A – C) Images from bioarray analysis illustrate
range of Ago2 signal (A,B) vs. that of normal laryngeal tissue ( C) in this analysis. Image capture executed on an Olympus
confocal microscope at x400.
(RHS) Cartoon illustrates s50 capsules mechanism of lipid raft uptake where multivalent, mechanically stable capsid-like
capsule 1) engages multiple surface receptors, enters cell through lipid raft avoiding endosomes (1), 2) trafficks via
microtubules to the perinuclear region (unpublished), 3) uncoats possibly by protease action to release oligo for RISC
loading on or near nuclear membrane together with Ago 2 (1) or 4) Ago 4 (this poster). Ago2-complexes subsequently
traffic to cytosol (1).

FIG. 11. Tumors with at least moderate Ago2 levels may be more susceptible to effective
suppression of CK2 mediated stress responses, potentially deriving from faster kinetics.
CK2 Protein Levels (Red Signal)

In CK2 biology, loss of
one catalytic kinase
subunit (alpha or alpha
prime) can be
compensated by
upregulation of the
o t h e r, h e n c e r a p i d
knockdown is important
in suppressing tumor
adaptation. More rapid
kinetics from Ago2mediated cleavage may
be beneficial in this
respect and warrants
further investigation.

